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The exhibition will be effectively advertised 
and promoted through a various mediums 
of the Nikkei Media Group. Among them 
are The Nikkei, The Nikkei Business Daily, 
The Nikkei MJ, NIKKEI.com (the group's 
news site), TV Tokyo's regular and satellite 
broadcasting networks.

Direct mail ads sent to prospective visitors. Promotions through 
e-mail magazine, sent to pre-registered visitors and visitors to 
the previous events.

Various seminars will be held on 
the themes of  Japanese and 
international franchising.

NIKKEI MESSE is the leading comprehensive exhibition in Japan. It brings together advanced designs, cutting-edge technologies 
and products, and information needed to solve various challenges in urban and shop innovation, among them “concern for the 
environment,” “energy conservation,” “safety and security,” and “response to the aging population.” A total of 1,200 exhibitors 
present products, services, and information needed for “safe and comfortable” urban and shop innovation in a new age. A broad 
variety of fields is covered, among them “shops and commercial facilities” that form the heart of a vibrant community, “offices” 
that stand as centers of business, and “housing” for affluent living. Some 200,000 visitors make their way to the exhibition’s venue 
at Tokyo Big Sight. NIKKEI MESSE has a 44-year history that stretches back to “JAPAN SHOP,” which was first held in 1972. It 
continues to make history as a comprehensive exhibition that contributes to urban and shop innovation in Japan.

Nikkei Media Group

Direct Mail & E-mail Magazine

Seminars

Official Website

Targeted Exhibitors

Access Map

Promotional Campaign
■Franchisor

Corporations that conduct businesses with franchise 
systems (franchisors) will seek franchisees and promote 
their business.

1. Franchise / Food service
Fast food (lunch box, noodle, sweet, ice cream etc), restaurant, pub, 
food delivery, bakery, café, home delivered food, Asian / Western 
food.
2. Franchise / Retailing
Convenience store, supermarket, discount store / 100-yen shop, 
hardware store / DIY store, recycle store / secondhand goods shop, 
delivery, specialty shop (clothes, food and beverage, audio product, 
sport, pet, other), cosmetic.
3. Franchise / Service
Nursing care service, cleaning service, hair dressing and beauty, 
exercise machine, printing, leisure service, lease and rental, 
language school and educational material, other service.

■Business Partner Recruitment (excluding franchisor)

Corporations except for the franchisor will seek distributors, 
exclusive distributors, and business partners.

4. Business Partner Recruitment (excluding franchisor)
Sales or specified agents recruitment (variety of products / sales agent 
of service / specified agent, variety of shopkeeper recruitment, other).
5. Practice support services for establishment of food service

■Franchise support service, Consulting, 
　Information service, Publication 
Corporations will promote and expand sales channels of 
products, services, systems and location strategy for 
franchise and distribution industry, including food service, 
retail, and service businesses. Corporations dealing with 
franchise-related consulting, affiliating advisement, information 
service and publication will seek new clients and conduct 
corporate PR.

6. Franchise support service
・Introduction of products, facilities and system, services for 

franchisors.
・Information providing services for store development and locational 

strategy.
7. Consulting
Franchisor establishment, affiliation, overseas expansion, and others.
8. Franchise Information service and Publication

TOKYO BIG SIGHT

Tokyo Bay Ariake Washington Hotel
(3 minutes walk)

Please note that some buses may only be available during times of events being held. 

Approx. 25 minutes

Approx. 60 minutes

Yurikamome

Approx. 7 minutes
walk from

Kokusai-tenjijo Sta. 

Approx.
5 minutes

Approx.
13 minutes

Approx. 3 minutes
walk from

Kokusai-tenjijo-
seimon Sta. 

Approx.
22 minutes

Approx.
8 minutes

Rinkai Line

Train

Airport Bus (Limousine Bus, Keihin Kyuko Bus)

Kokusai-tenjijo

Kokusai-tenjijo
-seimon

Haneda Airport

Narita Airpost

Shinkiba
 (JR, Subway)

Osaki(JR)

Shimbashi
 (JR, Subway)

Toyosu 
(Subway)

TOKYO BIG SIGHT

TOKYO BIG SIGHT

Narita 

Haneda
(Tokyo International Airport)

Tokyo International Exhibition Center
TOKYO BIG SIGHT
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Sta.
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Osaki

(New Tokyo 
International Airport)

Up-to-date show information 
as well as the current trends 
of the industry offered through 
the official website all year long.
http://messe.nikkei.co.jp/en/

The JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW is one of the biggest franchise exhibitions and earned one of the most respected 
names in food and beverage franchise in Japan. In the exhibition, a variety of services such as the needs of aging society, home 
food, product deliveries and so on are featured. A large number of distributors, investors, and investing institutions interested in 
overseas brands gather for the JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW from all over the place in Japan. We highly 
recommend you to participate the show in order to expand your business in Japan. The JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE 
SHOW promises to be an outstanding opportunity for everyone interested in meeting the business challenges of the future.

The 33rd JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW 2017
February 1 (Wed.) ‒ 3 (Fri.), 2017　 10:00 a.m. ‒ 5:00 p.m.
TOKYO BIG SIGHT (Tokyo International Exhibition Center) East Hall 5 & 6
Nikkei Inc.
200 companies expected
400 booths expected
30,000 persons expected

Title
Dates
Venue

Organizer
Number of Exhibitors

Number of Booths
Number of Visitors

Nikkei Inc.

NIKKEI Inc. is the publisher of The Nikkei daily newspaper, which focuses on the economy, industries and the distribution 
and retail business. Now printed at 33 locations in Japan and overseas, Nikkei newspapers bring the latest 
business and economic news to readers all over the world. The company also provides the newspaper’s electronic 
version, NIKKEI.com in Japanese (http://www.nikkei.com/), English (http://asia.nikkei.com/) and Chinese 
(http://cn.nikkei.com/), and holds large-scale exhibitions on such subjects as urban development and the environment.

Message

Outline

East Hall 5 East Hall 6

Business Meeting/Matching Area
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Registration
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Registration

Seminar Seminar

Consulting 
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Economical 
Revitalization 
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Customer 
AttractionBusiness 
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Area

Overseas Expansion of 
International Franchise 

Service Industry

TOKYO BIG SIGHT  East Hall 5 & 6    February 1 (Wed.) ‒ 3 (Fri.), 2017
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Results of Visitor questionnaires (2016)Floor Plan & Exhibitor List in 2016

FC0904
FC1404
FC1203
FC1405
FC1507
FC1204
FC1004
FC1205
FC0603
FC0703
FC1508
FC0705
FC0702
FC0805

FC1103
FC1104
FC1102

FC2005
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FC2004
FC2006
FC2107
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FC0307
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FC0205
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FC0202
FC0204
FC0504
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FC0203
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FC0201
FC0303
FC0507

FC1715
FC1803
FC1605
FC1711
FC1907
FC1806
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FC1912
FC1707
FC1903
FC1708
FC1606
FC1905
FC1706
FC1804
FC1807
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FC1902
FC1904
FC1805
FC2002
FC1705
FC1906
FC1709

FC2109
FC2116
FC2115
FC2207
FC2113
FC2110
FC2108
FC2111
FC0403
FC2112
FC2003

FC0208
FC0701
FC0502
FC2114

FC0501
FC0301
FC0102
FC1412
FC0208
FC1701

FC2203
FC2209
FC2117
FC2304
FC2204
FC2102
FC2118
FC2205
FC2201
FC2202
FC2208
FC2206
FC2101

FC1305
FC1504
FC0604
FC0902
FC1406
FC1603
FC1510
FC1402
FC1005
FC1409
FC1304
FC1506
FC1503
FC2301
FC0706
FC0804
FC1403
FC1308
FC0806
FC1407
FC1408
FC1509
FC1306
FC0903
FC1101
FC1002
FC1003
FC1602
FC1604
FC0704
FC1505
FC1302
FC1001
FC1307
FC0905

SCALE
SCUBISM・FCCONSULTING
SENIOR LIFE CREATE
Shirokuma Curry
SOUP AND INNOVATION
SUBWAY JAPAN
SWEETSTYLE
TEN CORPORATION
TRY INTERNATIONAL
WEST
WITH LINK
YAKITORIYA SMILE
YOUSHUUSHOUNIN
YUDETAROU SYSTEM

【Franchisors: Food Court】
AGM
PEPPER FOOD SERVICE
RAMEN IROHA

【Food service opening support】
BELETT
ITALYO JAPAN 
JAPAN FOOD INNOVATION
KEY COFFEE
YAMATOYA 

【Franchisors: Service】
AKUROSU
ALPEN
APRECIO
ARTRA
ASHI KARADA
BENESSE CORPORATION
BENRY CORPORATION
BEST BUY
BLANC
BTCM
copel
DAIKOKUYA
DANRANNOIE
ECC
e-fran
FACTORY JAPAN GROUP
GAKURINSHA
GLOBALCAST
GROVALLEY
Guts rent-a-car
HAPPY TERRACE
HASEGAWA KOSAN
HOUSEDO
HUMAN LINK
IDESHITA
INABA CREATE
JAPAN CARE WELFARE GROUP
JOHNAN ACADEMIC PREPARATORY INSTITUTE
Jsence
KAJI CORPORATION
KANAZAWAYA
Karadagenki Chiryouin
KITCOMPANY
KYOSHIN
LANDPIA
LEIS
MEIGAKUKAN HOLDINGS
MEIKO NETWORK JAPAN
MOKKOUBOUKURA
MYK
NAISYOKU-ICHIBA
NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT
NOVA HOLDINGS
OMG HD
ORIGIN
PAPER SHOWER'S
PORARIS
PRECIEUX STUDIO
RELIEF
Renolease Club
REPAIR WORKS/JIBANNET
RUNSYSTEM
SPACECHANCE
STEP GOLF
TACT
TACT KODOMOMIRAI
TEAR
TOKAI SHUPPAN
TOKYOdePOKER
TRYPLUS
UNIVERSAL SPACE

【Franchisors: Retail】
AKIRA
AQUA CLARA
CACAO SAMPAKA
CANDO
CircleKSunkus
C-NET
FAMILYMART
FTC
GOLF PARTNER
HARDOFF CORPORATION
JAPAN EXPRESS 
LAWSON
SEVEN-ELEVEN JAPAN
TAMAYURA
TOKYO TIRE
TOUYOUDOU
WORLD FRANCHISE SYSTEMS
YUMEYA

【Business partner recruitment】
AISEKI NAVI
BIGINZUANTORESYON
BIKEOFF
CEC
CHUKYOIYAKUHIN
Cosmotopia Japan
ESTHETWIN
GREEN BEANS COFFEE
HACK JAPAN Holdings
INQUVEX
J-Circuit
KENSEI
LALAKU
MEGUMINOSATO
MISS UNIVERSE JAPAN
PHITEN
RAKURA
RIDERZ CAFE
SENKOSHA
Superhotel
TSUEYA
WATTS
WESTERN UNION
Yellow Hat

【Franchise business support services, 
Support of store development and location strategy】
24rentacar
BERUF
DAIWA CORPORATION
GIKEN SHOJI INTERNATIONAL
HOCTSYSTEM
MAP MARKETING
METATECHNO
NAKAMICHI LEASING
PROTECH JAPAN
TAKARA AGENCY
tenpo-sagashi.com

【Consulting, Publication】
AQUANET FRANCHISE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
BIZRISE
CREDIT GUARANTEE CORPORATION OF TOKYO
FRANCHISE COMMITTEE OF TOKYO SMALL 
 AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT 
 CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION
FRANCHISE RESEARCH & STRATEGY INSTITUTE
JAPAN FINANCE CORPORATION
JAPAN FRANCHISE ASSOCIATION
MYNAVI
NIPPON FRANCHISE CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION
RECRUIT CAREER

【International】
ASIAWIDE FRANCHISE CONSULTANTS
ASSENTIA HOLDINGS
CHEWY JUNIOR
Franchise Meets
Franchising & Licensing Asia (FLAsia)
Hallo hallo Deal 
HONG KONG TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Indonesia Franchise Expo (IFRA 2016)
MYANMAR INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE & SME EXPO 2017
PHILIPPINE FRANCHISE ASSOCIATION 
SCHWARTZ CONSULTORES ASSOCIADOS
Signarama
The Johnny Rockets Group

【Franchisors: Food】
ACTO
ALCAZABA
ASRAPPORT DINING
BEARD PAPA
BONJUK & BIBIMBAB CAFE
CB-SERVICE
CHICAGO PIZZA
CUSTOMERS DELIGHT
DAITAKU
DESSERT CAFE YUKINOHANA
DOHTONBORI
DREAMFOODS
FIRST KITCHEN
FOODNAVI
FUKUKURU FOODS
GINZA RENOIR
Global Sapana
GLOBEAT JAPAN
G・TASTE
GYUSHIGE DREAM SYSTEM
HAT TRICK
ICHIWA FOODS
J・ART/SAKAI COFFEE
KEI-ALLIANCE SYSTEM
KIITOS
KOMEDA
KORA GROUP
KUSHIKATSU TANAKA
MACHIYA CAFE TAROCHAYA KAMAKURA
Milkissimo
NAPOLI NO KAMA
OOTOYA
PABLO
POPOLAMAMA
PRONTO/Di PUNTO

West Hall 4

West Hall 3
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LANDPIA

APRECIOALPEN

IDESHITA

MYK

KANAZAWAYA

BEST BUY

JOHNAN ACADEMIC 
PREPARATORY 
INSTITUTE

STEP 
GOLFTEAR

TRYPLUS

DANRANNOIE

NOVA 
HOLDINGS

HOUSEDO

HUMAN LINK

BTCMBLANC PORARIS

UNIVERSAL 
SPACE

RELIEF

LEIS

ASHI 
KARADA

ECC

e-fran

ORIGIN

GAKURIN
SHA

Guts 
rent-a-car

KITCOMPANYKYOSHIN

GROVALLEY

Jsence

DAIKOKUYA Renolease Club

TOKAI 
SHUPPAN

NAISYOKU-
ICHIBA

NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT

HAPPY 
TERRACE

PAPER SHOWER'S

MEIGAKUKAN 
HOLDINGS

MOKKOU
BOUKURA

RIDERZ 
CAFE

ITALYO 
JAPAN 

KEY 
COFFEE

JAPAN FOOD 
INNOVATION

BELETT YAMATOYA 

KENSEI PHITEN

Yellow 
Hat

INQUVEX

CHUKYO
IYAKUHIN TSUEYACosmotopia 

JapanBIKEOFF

WATTS

WESTERN 
UNION

MISS UNIVERSE 
JAPAN

MEGUMINOSATO

J-Circuit

AISEKI NAVI

Super
hotel

SENKOSHA

LALAKU

HACK JAPAN 
Holdings

BIGINZU
ANTORESYON

RAKURA TAKARA 
AGENCY

24rentacar

BERUF

GIKEN SHOJI 
INTERNATIONAL

tenpo-sagashi
.com

NAKAMICHI 
LEASING

HOCT
SYSTEM

MAP MARKETING

The Johnny 
Rockets Group

HONG KONG TRADE 
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Indonesia Franchise 
Expo (IFRA 2016)

ASSENTIA 
HOLDINGS

MYANMAR INTERNATIONAL 
FRANCHISE & SME EXPO 2017

CHEWY 
JUNIOR

ASIAWIDE FRANCHISE 
CONSULTANTS

SCHWARTZ CONSULTORES 
ASSOCIADOSSignarama

Franchise 
Meets

Franchising & 
Licensing Asia 
(FLAsia)

DAITAKU

GREEN BEANS 
COFFEE

PHILIPPINE FRANCHISE 
ASSOCIATION 

FOODNAVI

META
TECHNO

Hallo 
hallo 
Deal 

Information

Franchisors: Food

Franchisors: Food

Franchisors: 
Food

Franchisors: Retail

Franchisors: Service

Franchisors: Service

Consulting, Publication

Consulting, Publication

Consulting, 
Publication

Franchisors: 
Food Court Franchisors: 

Food Court

Food service 
opening support

Business partner recruitment
Franchise business support 
services, Support of store 
development and location strategy

International

Workshop Event Guide & 
Premium Lounge

Seminar for 
franchisee candidate

The numbers 　 thru 　 on this floormap are the aisle numbers.
These numbers are also shown on the floor.

Field of Interest (multiple answers)

Reason of Visit (multiple answers)
Excellent number

 of exhibits

The organizer
 is Nikkei Inc.

Excellent number
 of exhibitors

5 other shows
 are co-held

Received invitations

Highly beneficial
 compared to

 other exhibition

Excellent number of
 special display or

 seminars

Suggested by
colleagues or

 acquaintances

Others

36.5％

23.8％

16.7％

16.1％

6.9％

6.2％

6.0％

6.7％

43.7％

9.2％

32.6％

4.0％

10.7％

4.2％

15.5％

3.8％

2.3％

11.3％

21.8％

●5 to 10 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　22.5％

●10 to 20 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　11.6％

●20 to 30 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　4.9％

●30 to 50 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　3.1％

●50 to 100 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　2.5％

●100 to 200 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　2.4％

●Over 200 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　1.4％

●N/A  
　17.6％

●3 to 5 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　33.9％

Purpose of Visit (multiple answers) Investment Funds Needed to 
Start or Diversify a Business

Am a current FC owner
 and seeking for
 a new affiliation

Consider joining an agency
 or a business tie-up

Consider starting up a 
FC or other new business 

To discuss about the FC
 business with a specialist

Currently working for a FC
 headquarter, and searching

 for the latest trend

FC headquarter is a
 client or a customer

Searching for the latest
 trend as a part of FC

 support business 

Consider joining
 FC as a corporate

Consider joining
 FC as an individual

To organize a FC headquarter

Job Title

8.2％

10.4％

9.6％

3.1％

27.6％

18.6％

4.9％

0.6％

2.4％

3.1％

10.2％

1.2％

Owner

Executive

General Manager

Manager

Senior Chief

Chief/Staff

Specialist/Technical

Student

Part Time

Not Working

Other

N/A

Corporate Owner  
13.9％

Sole Proprietorship  
13.7％

Job Department

28.8％

4.1％

1.6％

2.7％

4.3％

16.5％

4.9％

2.2％

12.2％

N/A

22.7％

Type of Industry
21.6％

10.4％

7.3％

6.5％

4.9％

4.1％

2.9％

2.4％

1.2％

4.9％

1.0％

11.2％

3.3％

1.2％

3.7％

Service Industry

N/A

Retail 13.5％

Executive/
Corporate Planning

Sales/Marketing

Planning/Development

Human Affair/Finance

Public Relation/Advertising

Purchase

Research/System Development

Other

Not Working

Food Service

Information/Communication

Real Estate

Wholesale (trading inclusive)

Construction/Engineering

Research/Consulting

Government Office/Local Authority

Finance

Consumerable Manufacture

Other Manufacture

Agriculture/Fisheries/Mining

Other

Not Working

Ramen/Soba/Noodles

Other Food Service

Convenient Store

Other Retail

Health/Relaxation

Other Service Industry

Service IndustryFood Service Retail

34.7％

33.9％

23.8％

17.2％

15.8％

13.7％

13.5％

11.7％

10.7％

21.5％

20.7％

18.0％

15.4％

8.2％

6.4％

2.5％

16.8％

23.0％

12.2％

18.0％

12.0％

11.6％

6.4％

6.4％

5.6％

14.5％

23.8％

Cafe

Sweets
Japanese/Western Meal/

Restaurant
Pub/Bar

BBQ/Yakitori/
Japanese Pancake

Fast Food

Delivery/Canteen Truck

Food/Sweet/Drink Related
Second Hand/

Recycle Shop/Purchase
Accessories/100Yen Shop

Apparel/Child Goods
Water Delivery/

Water Server Installation
Tire Sell/Installation

Elder Care/Welfare
Education/

Crammer/Learning
Beauty/Esthetic

Hobby/Entertainment/Pet

Land/Real Estate Usage

Car Rent/Vehicle Related

Ceremonies/Hotel
Repairing/Cleaning/

Life Support

Results of Exhibitor questionnaires (2016)

●N/A  
　9.8％

●Average
　21.6％

●Not so 
　Effective
　6.7％

●Not Effective  
　1.0％

●Effective
　50.5％

●Very Effective
　10.3％

Exhibiting Impression
●N/A  
　7.2％ ●Plenty  

　1.0％●None  
　2.6％

●Many
　59.8％

●Few
　29.4％

Number of Expected Visitors
●N/A  
　5.2％

●Not Participate
　4.1％

●Will Participate
　30.4％

●Consider
　29.9％

●Consider 
　Positively
　30.4％

Intention to Attend the Next Exhibition
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Results of Visitor questionnaires (2016)Floor Plan & Exhibitor List in 2016

FC0904
FC1404
FC1203
FC1405
FC1507
FC1204
FC1004
FC1205
FC0603
FC0703
FC1508
FC0705
FC0702
FC0805

FC1103
FC1104
FC1102

FC2005
FC2106
FC2004
FC2006
FC2107

FC0206
FC1601
FC1608
FC0509
FC1801
FC0906
FC1808
FC1913
FC1301
FC1401
FC0306
FC1703
FC0510
FC1704
FC0606
FC1511
FC2105
FC1410
FC0801
FC1911
FC2104
FC0605
FC0401
FC0406
FC0802
FC0708
FC0707
FC1201
FC1513
FC1909
FC0207
FC1309
FC1702
FC1501
FC2007
FC2001
FC2008
FC0807
FC1910
FC1502
FC1714
FC1809
FC0601
FC1202
FC1901
FC0803
FC1512
FC1712
FC0302
FC1810
FC1607
FC0405
FC0808
FC1411
FC0106
FC0106
FC1310
FC1802
FC0901
FC0307
FC0503

FC0105
FC0304
FC0506
FC0402
FC0404
FC0508
FC0602
FC0205
FC0305
FC0202
FC0204
FC0504
FC0505
FC0203
FC0104
FC0201
FC0303
FC0507

FC1715
FC1803
FC1605
FC1711
FC1907
FC1806
FC1908
FC1912
FC1707
FC1903
FC1708
FC1606
FC1905
FC1706
FC1804
FC1807
FC1710
FC1902
FC1904
FC1805
FC2002
FC1705
FC1906
FC1709

FC2109
FC2116
FC2115
FC2207
FC2113
FC2110
FC2108
FC2111
FC0403
FC2112
FC2003

FC0208
FC0701
FC0502
FC2114

FC0501
FC0301
FC0102
FC1412
FC0208
FC1701

FC2203
FC2209
FC2117
FC2304
FC2204
FC2102
FC2118
FC2205
FC2201
FC2202
FC2208
FC2206
FC2101

FC1305
FC1504
FC0604
FC0902
FC1406
FC1603
FC1510
FC1402
FC1005
FC1409
FC1304
FC1506
FC1503
FC2301
FC0706
FC0804
FC1403
FC1308
FC0806
FC1407
FC1408
FC1509
FC1306
FC0903
FC1101
FC1002
FC1003
FC1602
FC1604
FC0704
FC1505
FC1302
FC1001
FC1307
FC0905

SCALE
SCUBISM・FCCONSULTING
SENIOR LIFE CREATE
Shirokuma Curry
SOUP AND INNOVATION
SUBWAY JAPAN
SWEETSTYLE
TEN CORPORATION
TRY INTERNATIONAL
WEST
WITH LINK
YAKITORIYA SMILE
YOUSHUUSHOUNIN
YUDETAROU SYSTEM

【Franchisors: Food Court】
AGM
PEPPER FOOD SERVICE
RAMEN IROHA

【Food service opening support】
BELETT
ITALYO JAPAN 
JAPAN FOOD INNOVATION
KEY COFFEE
YAMATOYA 

【Franchisors: Service】
AKUROSU
ALPEN
APRECIO
ARTRA
ASHI KARADA
BENESSE CORPORATION
BENRY CORPORATION
BEST BUY
BLANC
BTCM
copel
DAIKOKUYA
DANRANNOIE
ECC
e-fran
FACTORY JAPAN GROUP
GAKURINSHA
GLOBALCAST
GROVALLEY
Guts rent-a-car
HAPPY TERRACE
HASEGAWA KOSAN
HOUSEDO
HUMAN LINK
IDESHITA
INABA CREATE
JAPAN CARE WELFARE GROUP
JOHNAN ACADEMIC PREPARATORY INSTITUTE
Jsence
KAJI CORPORATION
KANAZAWAYA
Karadagenki Chiryouin
KITCOMPANY
KYOSHIN
LANDPIA
LEIS
MEIGAKUKAN HOLDINGS
MEIKO NETWORK JAPAN
MOKKOUBOUKURA
MYK
NAISYOKU-ICHIBA
NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT
NOVA HOLDINGS
OMG HD
ORIGIN
PAPER SHOWER'S
PORARIS
PRECIEUX STUDIO
RELIEF
Renolease Club
REPAIR WORKS/JIBANNET
RUNSYSTEM
SPACECHANCE
STEP GOLF
TACT
TACT KODOMOMIRAI
TEAR
TOKAI SHUPPAN
TOKYOdePOKER
TRYPLUS
UNIVERSAL SPACE

【Franchisors: Retail】
AKIRA
AQUA CLARA
CACAO SAMPAKA
CANDO
CircleKSunkus
C-NET
FAMILYMART
FTC
GOLF PARTNER
HARDOFF CORPORATION
JAPAN EXPRESS 
LAWSON
SEVEN-ELEVEN JAPAN
TAMAYURA
TOKYO TIRE
TOUYOUDOU
WORLD FRANCHISE SYSTEMS
YUMEYA

【Business partner recruitment】
AISEKI NAVI
BIGINZUANTORESYON
BIKEOFF
CEC
CHUKYOIYAKUHIN
Cosmotopia Japan
ESTHETWIN
GREEN BEANS COFFEE
HACK JAPAN Holdings
INQUVEX
J-Circuit
KENSEI
LALAKU
MEGUMINOSATO
MISS UNIVERSE JAPAN
PHITEN
RAKURA
RIDERZ CAFE
SENKOSHA
Superhotel
TSUEYA
WATTS
WESTERN UNION
Yellow Hat

【Franchise business support services, 
Support of store development and location strategy】
24rentacar
BERUF
DAIWA CORPORATION
GIKEN SHOJI INTERNATIONAL
HOCTSYSTEM
MAP MARKETING
METATECHNO
NAKAMICHI LEASING
PROTECH JAPAN
TAKARA AGENCY
tenpo-sagashi.com

【Consulting, Publication】
AQUANET FRANCHISE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
BIZRISE
CREDIT GUARANTEE CORPORATION OF TOKYO
FRANCHISE COMMITTEE OF TOKYO SMALL 
 AND MEDIUM ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT 
 CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION
FRANCHISE RESEARCH & STRATEGY INSTITUTE
JAPAN FINANCE CORPORATION
JAPAN FRANCHISE ASSOCIATION
MYNAVI
NIPPON FRANCHISE CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION
RECRUIT CAREER

【International】
ASIAWIDE FRANCHISE CONSULTANTS
ASSENTIA HOLDINGS
CHEWY JUNIOR
Franchise Meets
Franchising & Licensing Asia (FLAsia)
Hallo hallo Deal 
HONG KONG TRADE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
Indonesia Franchise Expo (IFRA 2016)
MYANMAR INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE & SME EXPO 2017
PHILIPPINE FRANCHISE ASSOCIATION 
SCHWARTZ CONSULTORES ASSOCIADOS
Signarama
The Johnny Rockets Group

【Franchisors: Food】
ACTO
ALCAZABA
ASRAPPORT DINING
BEARD PAPA
BONJUK & BIBIMBAB CAFE
CB-SERVICE
CHICAGO PIZZA
CUSTOMERS DELIGHT
DAITAKU
DESSERT CAFE YUKINOHANA
DOHTONBORI
DREAMFOODS
FIRST KITCHEN
FOODNAVI
FUKUKURU FOODS
GINZA RENOIR
Global Sapana
GLOBEAT JAPAN
G・TASTE
GYUSHIGE DREAM SYSTEM
HAT TRICK
ICHIWA FOODS
J・ART/SAKAI COFFEE
KEI-ALLIANCE SYSTEM
KIITOS
KOMEDA
KORA GROUP
KUSHIKATSU TANAKA
MACHIYA CAFE TAROCHAYA KAMAKURA
Milkissimo
NAPOLI NO KAMA
OOTOYA
PABLO
POPOLAMAMA
PRONTO/Di PUNTO

West Hall 4

West Hall 3

Registration

FC0101FC0103

FC0104

FC0105 FC0106FC0201

FC0102

FC0202

FC0203
FC0204

FC0205 FC0206

FC0207

FC0208

FC0301

FC0302FC0303

FC0304

FC0305 FC0306

FC0307

FC0401FC0402

FC0403 FC0404

FC0405

FC0406

FC0501

FC0502

FC0503FC0504FC0505

FC0506 FC0507

FC0508 FC0509

FC0510

FC0601FC0602

FC0603

FC0604 FC0605

FC0606

FC0701

FC0702

FC0703

FC0704 FC0705

FC0706 FC0707

FC0708

FC0801FC0802FC0803FC0804

FC0805 FC0806

FC0807

FC0808

FC0901FC0902FC0903

FC0904 FC0905

FC0906

FC1001FC1002

FC1003

FC1004FC1101

FC1102

FC1103 FC1104

FC1201

FC1202

FC1203

FC1204

FC1205

FC1301

FC1302

FC1303

FC1304

FC1305 FC1306

FC1307

FC1308

FC1309

FC1310 FC1401

FC1402

FC1403

FC1404

FC1405 FC1406

FC1407

FC1408

FC1409

FC1410

FC1411

FC1412 FC1501

FC1502

FC1503

FC1504

FC1505

FC1506 FC1507

FC1508

FC1509

FC1510

FC1511

FC1512

FC1513

FC1601

FC1602

FC1603

FC1604 FC1605

FC1606

FC1607

FC1608

FC1701 FC1702

FC1703

FC1704

FC1705

FC1706

FC1707

FC1715

FC1708 FC1709

FC1710

FC1711

FC1712

FC1713

FC1714 FC1801

FC1802

FC1803

FC1804

FC1805 FC1806

FC1807

FC1808

FC1809

FC1810 FC1901

FC1902

FC1903

FC1904

FC1905

FC1906 FC1907

FC1908

FC1909

FC1910

FC1911

FC2001

FC2002 FC2003

FC2004

FC2005

FC2006

FC2007

FC2008

FC2101

FC2102

FC2104

FC2105

FC2106

FC2107

FC2108

FC2109 FC2110

FC2111

FC2112

FC2113

FC2114

FC2115

FC2116

FC2117

FC2118 FC2201 FC2202

FC2203

FC2204

FC2205

FC2206

FC2207

FC2208

FC2209

FC2301

FC2304

FC1005

FC1912FC1913

JAPAN 
FRANCHISE 
ASSOCIATION

AKIRA

ASRAPPORT 
DINING

BENESSE 
CORPORATION

TACT／
TACT KODOMOMIRAI

HASEGAWA KOSAN

ESTHETWIN

CEC

DAIWA 
CORPORATION

FRANCHISE COMMITTEE OF 
TOKYO SMALL AND MEDIUM 
ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION

AQUANET FRANCHISE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE／
NIPPON FRANCHISE CONSULTANT ASSOCIATION

JAPAN FINANCE 
CORPORATION

FRANCHISE 
RESEARCH & 
STRATEGY 
INSTITUTE

CREDIT 
GUARANTEE 
CORPORATION 
OF TOKYO

BIZRISE

MYNAVI RECRUIT 
CAREER

FTC

GOLF 
PARTNER

C-NET

AQUA CLARA

CANDO

CircleKSunkusPROTECH 
JAPAN

JAPAN 
EXPRESS

SEVEN-ELEVEN 
JAPAN

FAMILYMART

LAWSON

WORLD FRANCHISE 
SYSTEMS

CACAO 
SAMPAKA

YUMEYA

TOKYO 
TIRE

TOUYOUDOU

TAMAYURA

HARDOFF 
CORPORATION

FUKUKURU 
FOODS

SWEETSTYLE

G・TASTE

BEARD PAPA

OOTOYA CUSTOMERS 
DELIGHT

KIITOS

GINZA 
RENOIR

KUSHIKATSU 
TANAKA

GLOBEAT 
JAPAN

KORA 
GROUP

KOMEDA

J・ART/
SAKAI 
COFFEE

CHICAGO 
PIZZA

SENIOR 
LIFE 
CREATE

SCALE

YAKITORIYA 
SMILE

DESSERT CAFE YUKINOHANA

TEN 
CORPORATION

PABLO

MACHIYA 
CAFE 
TAROCHAYA 
KAMAKURA

FIRST 
KITCHEN

PRONTO/ 
Di PUNTO

ACTO

ALCAZABA ICHIWA 
FOODS

WITH 
LINK

WEST

SCUBISM・
FCCONSULTING

GYUSHIGE DREAM 
SYSTEM

Global 
Sapana

KEI-ALLIANCE SYSTEM

CB-
SERVICE

Shirokuma 
Curry

SOUP AND 
INNOVATION

DOHTONBORI

DYM

TRY INTERNATIONAL

DREAM
FOODS

NAPOLI NO 
KAMA

SUBWAY 
JAPAN

HAT 
TRICK

YOUSHUUSHOUNIN

POPOLA
MAMA

Milkissimo

YUDETAROU 
SYSTEM

BONJUK & 
BIBIMBAB CAFEAGM

RAMEN 
IROHA

PEPPER FOOD 
SERVICE

AKUROSU

ARTRA

copel

RUNSYSTEM

OMG HD KAJI 
CORPORATION

Karadagenki 
Chiryouin GLOBALCAST PRECIEUX 

STUDIO

JAPAN 
CARE 
WELFARE 
GROUP

FACTORY 
JAPAN 
GROUP

BENRY 
CORPORATION

MEIKO 
NETWORK 
JAPAN

REPAIR 
WORKS/
JIBANNET

INABA CREATE

SPACECHANCE

TOKYOdePOKER

LANDPIA

APRECIOALPEN

IDESHITA

MYK

KANAZAWAYA

BEST BUY

JOHNAN ACADEMIC 
PREPARATORY 
INSTITUTE

STEP 
GOLFTEAR

TRYPLUS

DANRANNOIE

NOVA 
HOLDINGS

HOUSEDO

HUMAN LINK

BTCMBLANC PORARIS

UNIVERSAL 
SPACE

RELIEF

LEIS

ASHI 
KARADA

ECC

e-fran

ORIGIN

GAKURIN
SHA

Guts 
rent-a-car

KITCOMPANYKYOSHIN

GROVALLEY

Jsence

DAIKOKUYA Renolease Club

TOKAI 
SHUPPAN

NAISYOKU-
ICHIBA

NATURAL LIFE SUPPORT

HAPPY 
TERRACE

PAPER SHOWER'S

MEIGAKUKAN 
HOLDINGS

MOKKOU
BOUKURA

RIDERZ 
CAFE

ITALYO 
JAPAN 

KEY 
COFFEE

JAPAN FOOD 
INNOVATION

BELETT YAMATOYA 

KENSEI PHITEN

Yellow 
Hat

INQUVEX

CHUKYO
IYAKUHIN TSUEYACosmotopia 

JapanBIKEOFF

WATTS

WESTERN 
UNION

MISS UNIVERSE 
JAPAN

MEGUMINOSATO

J-Circuit

AISEKI NAVI

Super
hotel

SENKOSHA

LALAKU

HACK JAPAN 
Holdings

BIGINZU
ANTORESYON

RAKURA TAKARA 
AGENCY

24rentacar

BERUF

GIKEN SHOJI 
INTERNATIONAL

tenpo-sagashi
.com

NAKAMICHI 
LEASING

HOCT
SYSTEM

MAP MARKETING

The Johnny 
Rockets Group

HONG KONG TRADE 
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL

Indonesia Franchise 
Expo (IFRA 2016)

ASSENTIA 
HOLDINGS

MYANMAR INTERNATIONAL 
FRANCHISE & SME EXPO 2017

CHEWY 
JUNIOR

ASIAWIDE FRANCHISE 
CONSULTANTS

SCHWARTZ CONSULTORES 
ASSOCIADOSSignarama

Franchise 
Meets

Franchising & 
Licensing Asia 
(FLAsia)

DAITAKU

GREEN BEANS 
COFFEE

PHILIPPINE FRANCHISE 
ASSOCIATION 

FOODNAVI

META
TECHNO

Hallo 
hallo 
Deal 

Information

Franchisors: Food

Franchisors: Food

Franchisors: 
Food

Franchisors: Retail

Franchisors: Service

Franchisors: Service

Consulting, Publication

Consulting, Publication

Consulting, 
Publication

Franchisors: 
Food Court Franchisors: 

Food Court

Food service 
opening support

Business partner recruitment
Franchise business support 
services, Support of store 
development and location strategy

International

Workshop Event Guide & 
Premium Lounge

Seminar for 
franchisee candidate

The numbers 　 thru 　 on this floormap are the aisle numbers.
These numbers are also shown on the floor.

Field of Interest (multiple answers)

Reason of Visit (multiple answers)
Excellent number

 of exhibits

The organizer
 is Nikkei Inc.

Excellent number
 of exhibitors

5 other shows
 are co-held

Received invitations

Highly beneficial
 compared to

 other exhibition

Excellent number of
 special display or

 seminars

Suggested by
colleagues or

 acquaintances

Others

36.5％

23.8％

16.7％

16.1％

6.9％

6.2％

6.0％

6.7％

43.7％

9.2％

32.6％

4.0％

10.7％

4.2％

15.5％

3.8％

2.3％

11.3％

21.8％

●5 to 10 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　22.5％

●10 to 20 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　11.6％

●20 to 30 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　4.9％

●30 to 50 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　3.1％

●50 to 100 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　2.5％

●100 to 200 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　2.4％

●Over 200 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　1.4％

●N/A  
　17.6％

●3 to 5 million 
　Japanese Yen  
　33.9％

Purpose of Visit (multiple answers) Investment Funds Needed to 
Start or Diversify a Business

Am a current FC owner
 and seeking for
 a new affiliation

Consider joining an agency
 or a business tie-up

Consider starting up a 
FC or other new business 

To discuss about the FC
 business with a specialist

Currently working for a FC
 headquarter, and searching

 for the latest trend

FC headquarter is a
 client or a customer

Searching for the latest
 trend as a part of FC

 support business 

Consider joining
 FC as a corporate

Consider joining
 FC as an individual

To organize a FC headquarter

Job Title

8.2％

10.4％

9.6％

3.1％

27.6％

18.6％

4.9％

0.6％

2.4％

3.1％

10.2％

1.2％

Owner

Executive

General Manager

Manager

Senior Chief

Chief/Staff

Specialist/Technical

Student

Part Time

Not Working

Other

N/A

Corporate Owner  
13.9％

Sole Proprietorship  
13.7％

Job Department

28.8％

4.1％

1.6％

2.7％

4.3％

16.5％

4.9％

2.2％

12.2％

N/A

22.7％

Type of Industry
21.6％

10.4％

7.3％

6.5％

4.9％

4.1％

2.9％

2.4％

1.2％

4.9％

1.0％

11.2％

3.3％

1.2％

3.7％

Service Industry

N/A

Retail 13.5％

Executive/
Corporate Planning

Sales/Marketing

Planning/Development

Human Affair/Finance

Public Relation/Advertising

Purchase

Research/System Development

Other

Not Working

Food Service

Information/Communication

Real Estate

Wholesale (trading inclusive)

Construction/Engineering

Research/Consulting

Government Office/Local Authority

Finance

Consumerable Manufacture

Other Manufacture

Agriculture/Fisheries/Mining

Other

Not Working

Ramen/Soba/Noodles

Other Food Service

Convenient Store

Other Retail

Health/Relaxation

Other Service Industry

Service IndustryFood Service Retail

34.7％

33.9％

23.8％

17.2％

15.8％

13.7％

13.5％

11.7％

10.7％

21.5％

20.7％

18.0％

15.4％

8.2％

6.4％

2.5％

16.8％

23.0％

12.2％

18.0％

12.0％

11.6％

6.4％

6.4％

5.6％

14.5％

23.8％

Cafe

Sweets
Japanese/Western Meal/

Restaurant
Pub/Bar

BBQ/Yakitori/
Japanese Pancake

Fast Food

Delivery/Canteen Truck

Food/Sweet/Drink Related
Second Hand/

Recycle Shop/Purchase
Accessories/100Yen Shop

Apparel/Child Goods
Water Delivery/

Water Server Installation
Tire Sell/Installation

Elder Care/Welfare
Education/

Crammer/Learning
Beauty/Esthetic

Hobby/Entertainment/Pet

Land/Real Estate Usage

Car Rent/Vehicle Related

Ceremonies/Hotel
Repairing/Cleaning/

Life Support

Results of Exhibitor questionnaires (2016)

●N/A  
　9.8％

●Average
　21.6％

●Not so 
　Effective
　6.7％

●Not Effective  
　1.0％

●Effective
　50.5％

●Very Effective
　10.3％

Exhibiting Impression
●N/A  
　7.2％ ●Plenty  

　1.0％●None  
　2.6％

●Many
　59.8％

●Few
　29.4％

Number of Expected Visitors
●N/A  
　5.2％

●Not Participate
　4.1％

●Will Participate
　30.4％

●Consider
　29.9％

●Consider 
　Positively
　30.4％

Intention to Attend the Next Exhibition
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【1. Enforcement of Rules】
Exhibitors must abide by the rules and provisions set in the Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms 
(exhibition procedures) that will be presented by the Organizer, Detailed Exhibition Rules and 
Submission Documents delivered at the Exhibitor Explanation Meeting, its invoices and various 
documents and emails, etc. which will be presented individually by the Organizer (hereinafter referred 
to collectively as “Exhibition Rules, etc.”) when participating in the exhibitions held in February 2017 of 
the "NIKKEI MESSE: Shop, Office, House & Urban Innovation Exhibition Japan" (including "JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW," "Inbound Business EXPO Japan," and other special 
exhibitions and related events; hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Exhibition"). Each Exhibitor 
shall have the Exhibition Rules, etc. observed by its related parties, such as its directors, employees, 
shareholders and capital contributors, as well as its advertising agents serving as exhibition 
intermediaries, its exhibition space construction-removal service contractors, its commissioned 
exhibition operation service contractors and parties to any agreement to be concluded on the 
Exhibition (including any party to which any of such parties re-outsources its service and any party to 
which any of such re-outsourcing service contractors outsources the service; the above-mentioned 
directors and such parties to the agreement are hereinafter referred to collectively as “Exhibitor-related 
Parties” and the Exhibitor and Exhibitor-related Parties are hereinafter referred to collectively as the 
“Exhibitor, etc.”). If the Organizer determines that an Exhibitor, etc. has violated any of these rules, the 
Organizer has the right to, at any time (including during the move-in and the exhibition period), not 
accept the application for exhibition participation, including that for participation in the Organizer’s 
future exhibitions, or revoke its approval for participation, as well as to order the removal of, or make 
change to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to issue an order to revise or suspend the 
demonstration procedure, or to suspend the provision of relevant services. The Organizer's decision 
standard and the reasons for such decision will not be disclosed. Even though the Exhibitor’s right for 
participation is revoked, it shall pay to the Organizer such cancellation fee as is set forth in the section 
titled “4. Cancellation” contained in these rules. If the Organizer or any of its related parties has 
incurred damage in an amount exceeding the said cancellation fee, the exhibitor may separately be 
demanded damage compensation from the Exhibitor or any of its related parties. The Organizer shall 
not compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damage it incurred by the former party’s non-acceptance of 
the latter party’s exhibition application, or by the revocation of participation, or to the removal of, or 
changes to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to the revision or suspension of the exhibition 
demonstration procedure. 

【2. Precaution for Exhibiting】
2-1. Exhibitors shall be limited to corporations and organizations providing products and/or services 
that meet the purpose of the exhibition prescribed by the Organizer. The Organizer may withhold the 
acceptance of the application, or refuse part of the applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself if the 
Organizer determines, according to the participation standards prescribed by it at its own discretion, 
that an applying company/organization, its product or service is not appropriate for the exhibition 
(including but not limited to any circumstance falling under any of the following cases). 
<Cases in which the Organizer will withhold the acceptance of the application or refuse part of the 
applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself>
-Cases where there is any incomplete or false statement on the application form or other documents 
submitted by the applicant

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the content of the exhibits fails to meet the purpose of 
this exhibition

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor has infringed upon a third party’s rights 
(intellectual property rights, likeness rights and so forth) or privacy

-Cases where the Organizer anticipates to receive a complaint from other Exhibitors and visitors
-Cases where the Exhibitor itself has legally filed for bankruptcy liquidation proceedings or the 
Exhibitor is the subject of bankruptcy proceedings filed for by other party 

-Cases where the Exhibitor has proved to be an anti-social force as set forth in 【10. Exclusion of 
Anti-Social Forces】

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor is inappropriate
2-2. Exhibitors are prohibited from selling any merchandise or service in a manner that involves price 
payment settlement at the exhibition hall (hereinafter referred to collectively as “Spot Sales”), 
excepting the sale of certain items or services approved in advance by the Organizer.
2-3. Applications for co-exhibitors shall be made for one booth or more per co-exhibiting 
company/organization. For example, two companies/organizations cannot exhibit in the space 
allotted for one booth.
2-4. The Organizer may withhold or refuse the participation of an applicant to the exhibition if the 
applicant is from any country or city that is on the WHO's list of areas with local transmission of any 
epidemic disease. An applicant not on such list may be required to submit relevant documents due to 
the decision of the Organizer.

【3. Application for Exhibition and Payment of Exhibition Fee】
3-1. The application for exhibition shall be submitted to the Organizer by the Exhibitor by a method 
specified by the former party. The application shall be deemed to be formally accepted by the 
Organizer when it sends out, after receiving the application, an “Exhibition Application Acceptance” 
notice (by e-mail or post) to the Exhibitor. Any Exhibitor who plans to apply for participation in the 
Exhibition for the first time must submit to the Organizer supporting materials specified by the latter 
party such as its company brochure and product catalog by a method specified by the Organizer. The 
Organizer may specify necessary supporting materials separately for certain exhibitions. The 
Organizer may, at its sole discretion, withhold or refuse an Exhibitor’s application if all supporting 
materials are not submitted. The Organizer shall not return to Exhibitors the application, supporting 
materials, and all the documents submitted by them. Exhibitors should retain the copies of such 
documents as their own records. Exhibitors may entrust any advertising agency approved by the 
Organizer with providing exhibition intermediary service.
3-2. The Organizer will request that the exhibition fee be paid by the Exhibitor (hereinafter in this 
section “3.2”, unless otherwise stated, the “Advertising Agency” if it provides exhibition intermediary 
service) after the Exhibitor's application has been formally accepted. The Exhibitor shall remit this fee 
to the designated bank account by Monday, October 17, 2016 (The remittance fee shall be paid by 
the Exhibitor). The Organizer has the right, in its sole discretion, to revoke an Exhibitor's application if 
the exhibition fee is not remitted by the date designated by the Organizer (The Organizer has the right 
to do so regardless of whether the Exhibitor [excluding the advertising agency] has remitted the 
exhibition fee to the applicable advertising agency.) 

【4. Cancellation】
4-1. After the formal acceptance of application, the Exhibitor is not permitted to withdraw or cancel 
participation unless the cancellation is due to unavoidable circumstances. If all or part of an exhibit is 
to be withdrawn or cancelled due to circumstances on the part of the Exhibitor (including the 
advertising agency if it serves as an exhibition intermediary), it (the advertising agency if it serves as 
exhibition intermediary) shall notify the Organizer of such decision in writing by a method accepted by 
the latter party and pay the following prescribed cancellation fee.
4-2. Cancellation Fee
- From the date on which the notification of application acceptance is sent out to Monday, October 

17, 2016: 50% of exhibition fee
- From Tuesday, October 18, 2016 to the closing day of the exhibition: 100% of exhibition fee
4-3. If the amount of damage to the Organizer or its related parties exceeds the cancellation fee, the 
excess amount is charged to Exhibitor separately.

【5. Allocation of Exhibition Space】
5-1. The Exhibitor’s space allocation will be determined according to floor plan/configuration arranged 
by the Organizer, in the Organizer's sole discretion. The Exhibitor does not have the right to select 
their location and shall accept all determinations made regarding such without objection. For 
exhibitions for which a draw is held to determine booth space allocation, the draw shall be held 
according to the exhibition’s rules and the Exhibitor shall accept all determinations regarding such 
without objection.
5-2. The Exhibitor is strictly forbidden, for any reason whatsoever, to exchange with, or assign/lease 
out to, another Exhibitor or a third party all or part of their exhibition space that has been determined 
by the Organizer or set by booth space allocation draw.
5-3. The Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change the floor plan without obtaining the consent of 
the Exhibitor if: an instruction or order is issued by the competent police department, fire department, 
health center or any other authorities, or there is any cancellation of applications for the exhibition.

【6. Submission of Order Forms】
The Exhibitor shall submit all order forms requested by the Organizer such as those prescribed in the 
Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms by the prescribed date in the prescribed manner. In the event 
of any delay by the Exhibitor, the Organizer or any of its related parties may not accept the 
application. 

【7. Outlines of Rules on Exhibition】
7-1. The Exhibitor must be solely corporations or organizations described in the application form and 
the content of the exhibit shall be as described in the application form. Please note that even their 
parent companies, subsidiaries, related/affiliated companies, as well as group/partner corporations or 
organizations, that are not listed in the application form may not be able to exhibit their products and 
services and their name may not be able to be displayed in the Exhibitor’s booth.
7-2. If any changes occur in the corporation/organization itself, or in the content of the exhibit stated 
in the application form or products and services listed in the documents attached to the application, 
the Exhibitor must immediately notify the Organizer of such changes in writing by a method specified 
by the latter party of such changes.

Exhibition Rules
7-3. The manner in which decorations and exhibits are to be moved in and out of the exhibition site 
as well as the exhibition rules and regulations shall be prescribed in the Exhibitor Service 
Manual/Order Forms, which the Exhibitor, etc. shall comply with.
7-4. The Exhibitor, etc. is not permitted to engage in any exhibits, advertising, or Spot Sales activity in 
locations such as aisles, etc. Such activity is to take place only in the Exhibitor’s assigned booth 
space. The Exhibitor shall also refrain from obstructing the activities of neighboring exhibitors. The 
Organizer will determine, in its sole discretion, the existence/non-existence of such obstruction and 
the Exhibitor shall accept this determination and abide by any orders issued by the Organizer.
7-5. The Exhibitor, etc. shall refrain from causing harm to, or disturbing other Exhibitors, etc. and 
visitors, and shall neither use displays with strong light, heat, odor or loud sound, nor present any 
demonstration causing annoyance to them. If the Organizer determines that any display is causing 
considerable harm or disturbance to other Exhibitors, etc. and visitors, the Organizer may, in its sole 
discretion, suspend or change such display as it sees fit, which the Exhibitor shall comply with. 
Moreover, as dangerous materials are prohibited from being brought into the exhibition hall by local 
fire prevention regulations, open flames (naked flames), smoke, smoke machines, neon tubes, etc. 
cannot be used for displays and/or performances.
7-6. Exhibitors, etc. are to strictly observe the venue’s fire prevention and safety regulations.
7-7. Exhibitors, etc. may not engage in any acts that are harmful or disturbing to other Exhibitors, etc. 
and visitors (such as forceful sales practices, solicitation, defamation, interfering with other's 
marketing activities, etc.) during, before or after the exhibition period. If the Organizer determines that 
any of the Exhibitors has engaged in any of such acts, the former party has the right to order, at its 
sole discretion, the exhibit to be suspended or to decide that the future applications for exhibition be 
declined, with which the Exhibitor shall comply.
7-8. The Organizer shall not be held responsible in any way for business talks held or the content of 
contracts entered into between Exhibitors and visitors during, before or after the Exhibition.
7-9. The Exhibitor may take photographs and video of its own booth ONLY, after first notifying the 
Organizer and receiving permission.
7-10. The Organizer may potentially decide, at its discretion and judgment, to cancel the participation 
by the Exhibitor, etc. if it has breached any of the rules set forth in the immediately-preceding items, or 
if its exhibition or act is likely to cause other exhibitors, etc. or visitors to lodge a complaint on such 
exhibition or act, or is likely to bring about any dispute at the exhibition venue, or has actually brought 
about any complaint or dispute there. In such event, the Exhibitor, etc. shall obey the instruction by 
the Organizer.

【8. Handling of Personal Information】
8-1. Exhibitors that acquire personal information through the exhibition must comply with Personal 
Information Protection Law and other applicable laws. The purpose in which the data is to be used 
shall be disclosed and given notice. Especially in the event of intending to provide "Personal 
Information" to a third-party, the Exhibitor must, unless otherwise allowed under such laws, obtain 
consent from the entity from which the information was acquired.
8-2. Exhibitors must lawfully manage and take appropriate control over “personal information” in 
accordance with "safe management" as stated by law.
8-3. If Exhibitors are asked by a party from which “Personal Information” is obtained to disclose, 
revise, add, delete, stop usage of, remove or express a complaint in the usage of personal information 
acquired through the exhibition, they must take appropriate action as stipulated under the law.
8-4. If any dispute occurs between the Exhibitor and the entity whereby the information was acquired 
in the usage of personal information acquired through the exhibition, the Exhibitor shall settle the 
dispute on its own responsibility. The Organizer will assume no responsibility whatsoever with regard 
to such problems.

【9. Damages】
9-1. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any damages caused to any Exhibitor or a 
third party concerning its life, physical well-being or property arising for any case from the use of the 
exhibition space, printed matter or the Exhibition's official web site by the Exhibitor.
9-2. The Exhibitor, etc. shall make immediate compensation for any damages to the structures or 
equipment in the exhibition hall and nearby area or to equipment prepared by the Organizer caused 
by the Exhibitor, etc. regardless of whether such damages are caused by negligence or intent.
9-3. The Organizer clearly disclaims responsibility for any disputes with a third party about the 
Exhibitor's product or service. The Exhibitor must settle such disputes on its own responsibility and at 
its expense, and thus hold the Organizer harmless. If the Organizer incurs any loss or damage arising 
from such disputes, the Exhibitor shall duly and immediately compensate the Organizer.
9-4. The Organizer shall not be liable to compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damages that are due 
to changes in the exhibition period or the suspension of the exhibition, either of which is directly 
caused by force majeure i.e. terrorism, domestic strife, war, strike, transportation delay, infectious 
disease, natural disaster or other reason for which the Organizer is not responsible.
9-5. The Organizer shall not compensate Exhibitors, etc. for any damage caused to them due to 
typographical errors contained in the floor map, website pages, guidebooks and other types of notice 
and advertisement.
9-6. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any type of damage caused to other 
Exhibitors, etc. or visitors by the Exhibitor, etc. owing to its act, including without limitation damage to 
one’s life, physical well-being, property, reputation or credibility, during the course of the exhibition 
period, including the move-in period. Any dispute with other exhibitors, etc. or visitors shall be 
resolved by the Exhibitor at its sole and own responsibility.

【10. Exclusion of Anti-Social Forces】
The Exhibitor, etc. shall represent and warrant that they are not currently nor have they in the past 
been an anti-social force (anti-social force refers to any of the types of persons or organizations 
specified in Items (i) through (viii) shown below)
(i) An organization that has been subjected to disposition under the Act on the Control of 
Organizations Having Committed Indiscriminate Mass Murder, or a person belonging to such 
organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person, or an organization 
that is in the same category as the aforementioned type of organization, or a person belonging to 
such organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person;
(ii) A person who has concealed, or is suspected to have concealed, crime proceeds or who has 
provided or received, or is suspected to have provided or received, crime proceeds, as set forth in the 
Act on Punishment of Organized Crimes and Control of Crime Proceeds, or other person having 
dealings with such person;
(iii) An organized crime group as defined in Article 2, Item 2 of the Act on Prevention of Unjust Acts by 
Organized Crime Group Members, its related organization and a member of such group or 
organization;
(iv) An organization or person such as a “sokaiya” racketeer, socially-branded racketeering 
organization, politically-branded racketeering organization and specially-skilled crime group;
(v) An organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands with 
the use of a method based on violence, threat, blackmail and fraud;
(vi) A organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands by 
hinting at being related to any of the types of persons or organizations specified in items (i) through (v) 
(hereinafter referred to as “Anti-social Force Entity”);
(vii) A corporation and other type of organization whose representative is an anti-social force entity or 
that is controlled by an anti-social force entity;
(viii) A corporation or organization at which an anti-social force entity serves as director, executive 
officer, senior officer, corporate auditor, trustee, supervisor or equivalent officer.

【11. Other】
11-1. The Exhibitor agrees that the Tokyo District Court shall have the exclusive jurisdiction of the first 
instance regarding any and all disputes that arise concerning the Exhibition Rules, etc.
11-2. If determined necessary by the Organizer, the Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change The 
Exhibition Rules, etc. at any time without prior notice to the Exhibitor.

【12. Visas】
12-1. Foreign exhibitors who need a visa must make complete arrangement on their own as the 
Organizer can neither supply documentation (invitation letter, etc.) nor act as a visa guarantor.
12-2. Exhibitors who cannot exhibit due being unable to obtain an entry visa into Japan, for whatever 
the reason, shall not have the right to claim, against the Organizer, compensation or a refund for 
arising damages.

【13. Exhibitor Definitions】
The types of corporations and organizations that are eligible to participate in the “JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW” as exhibitors shall in principle be those mentioned below.
(i) Corporations conducting business via a franchise system while engaging in the recruitment of 
member merchants (“Franchisees”) and corporate public relations (“Franchisers”; hereinafter referred 
to as “Franchiser Head Offices”). The content of the terms “franchise system” and “franchiser” stated 
here shall be taken to mean the advance disclosure items specified in Article 11, Item 1 of the Small 
and Medium-sized Retail Business Promotion Act and a corporation that meets the definition of a 
franchise specified by the Japan Franchise Association.
(ii) Corporations/organizations providing products, equipment, systems, or services to Franchiser 
Head Offices; consulting services concerning Franchiser Head Office establishment, franchising, or 
business establishment, etc.; or engaging in an information provision service or publishing business in 
relation to the franchise business; while engaging in customer development and corporate public 
relations.
(iii) Corporations and organizations that use a non-franchise system scheme to recruit sales agents, 
distributors, and business partners for their products and services and to conduct corporate public 
relations activities, and corporations and organizations that engage in public relations activities and 
sales network expansion concerning products, services or systems for industries involved in 
distribution such as the food service, retail and service industries.

We, the undersigned, hereby make application for exhibit space in JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW and declare 
that all obligations, right and duties resulting from this application are to be governed by the Exhibition Rules set forth by 
the Organizer, which we have read and to which we have agreed.

Exhibitor name:  (It wil be registered and displayed on the offcial website and printings.)

Name of Company:  (If it is different from the above.)

Country:

E-mail: URL: http://

Tel: Fax:

Contents of your business (40 words or less):

Name of president: Paid-up capital: Date of establishment: Number of employees:

Description of your exhibits (20 words or less):

Space Requirements: To be completed by an authorized representative of the organization applying to exhibit.

¥ (  　　　　　　　　　) A+B+C-D (D is valid until July 29)Total Amount

Contact Person:  (Please fill in the address, if it is different from the above head office.)

Name

Job titles / Dept.

Address:

Tel: Fax: E-mail:

Will you attend the exhibitor briefing session held on November 16, 2016 in Tokyo?

□　Yes, please send further information.

Contact person in Japan / Representative in Japan (If any): Company:

Name: Address:

Tel: Fax: E-mail:

Signature: Date:

Deadline: September 16, 2016
/ Email: tradefairs2017@smj.co.jp

APPLICATION  FORM

Date (mm/dd/yy):       /       /2016

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW Overseas Contact O�ce

Zip code:

Address of head office:

Exhibition Fee
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

Optional Package Booth
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

□ Early Bird Registration <Special Rate Offered through  July 29, 2016>

¥65,718 for one booth

Sub Total ¥ (　　　　　　　　　　) 

Tick one carpet color
□Red　 □Orange　 □Green　 □Blue　 □Gray　 □Beige

□ For One Booth

Raw Space Fee

¥432,000

□ For Two or more Booths = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )¥378,000 × (　　) booths
A

B

C

D
¥10,800 × (　　) booths = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )

Group Exhibitor Fee
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

Number of Group Exhibitor (　　) × ¥54,000 = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )
Additional ¥54,000 per Exhibitor will be required as GROUP EXHIBITOR'S FEE when sharing 
a booth / pavilion with other exhibitor(s).
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【1. Enforcement of Rules】
Exhibitors must abide by the rules and provisions set in the Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms 
(exhibition procedures) that will be presented by the Organizer, Detailed Exhibition Rules and 
Submission Documents delivered at the Exhibitor Explanation Meeting, its invoices and various 
documents and emails, etc. which will be presented individually by the Organizer (hereinafter referred 
to collectively as “Exhibition Rules, etc.”) when participating in the exhibitions held in February 2017 of 
the "NIKKEI MESSE: Shop, Office, House & Urban Innovation Exhibition Japan" (including "JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW," "Inbound Business EXPO Japan," and other special 
exhibitions and related events; hereinafter referred to collectively as the "Exhibition"). Each Exhibitor 
shall have the Exhibition Rules, etc. observed by its related parties, such as its directors, employees, 
shareholders and capital contributors, as well as its advertising agents serving as exhibition 
intermediaries, its exhibition space construction-removal service contractors, its commissioned 
exhibition operation service contractors and parties to any agreement to be concluded on the 
Exhibition (including any party to which any of such parties re-outsources its service and any party to 
which any of such re-outsourcing service contractors outsources the service; the above-mentioned 
directors and such parties to the agreement are hereinafter referred to collectively as “Exhibitor-related 
Parties” and the Exhibitor and Exhibitor-related Parties are hereinafter referred to collectively as the 
“Exhibitor, etc.”). If the Organizer determines that an Exhibitor, etc. has violated any of these rules, the 
Organizer has the right to, at any time (including during the move-in and the exhibition period), not 
accept the application for exhibition participation, including that for participation in the Organizer’s 
future exhibitions, or revoke its approval for participation, as well as to order the removal of, or make 
change to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to issue an order to revise or suspend the 
demonstration procedure, or to suspend the provision of relevant services. The Organizer's decision 
standard and the reasons for such decision will not be disclosed. Even though the Exhibitor’s right for 
participation is revoked, it shall pay to the Organizer such cancellation fee as is set forth in the section 
titled “4. Cancellation” contained in these rules. If the Organizer or any of its related parties has 
incurred damage in an amount exceeding the said cancellation fee, the exhibitor may separately be 
demanded damage compensation from the Exhibitor or any of its related parties. The Organizer shall 
not compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damage it incurred by the former party’s non-acceptance of 
the latter party’s exhibition application, or by the revocation of participation, or to the removal of, or 
changes to, booths, exhibits or decorations, or to the revision or suspension of the exhibition 
demonstration procedure. 

【2. Precaution for Exhibiting】
2-1. Exhibitors shall be limited to corporations and organizations providing products and/or services 
that meet the purpose of the exhibition prescribed by the Organizer. The Organizer may withhold the 
acceptance of the application, or refuse part of the applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself if the 
Organizer determines, according to the participation standards prescribed by it at its own discretion, 
that an applying company/organization, its product or service is not appropriate for the exhibition 
(including but not limited to any circumstance falling under any of the following cases). 
<Cases in which the Organizer will withhold the acceptance of the application or refuse part of the 
applicant’s exhibition or its participation itself>
-Cases where there is any incomplete or false statement on the application form or other documents 
submitted by the applicant

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the content of the exhibits fails to meet the purpose of 
this exhibition

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor has infringed upon a third party’s rights 
(intellectual property rights, likeness rights and so forth) or privacy

-Cases where the Organizer anticipates to receive a complaint from other Exhibitors and visitors
-Cases where the Exhibitor itself has legally filed for bankruptcy liquidation proceedings or the 
Exhibitor is the subject of bankruptcy proceedings filed for by other party 

-Cases where the Exhibitor has proved to be an anti-social force as set forth in 【10. Exclusion of 
Anti-Social Forces】

-Cases where the Organizer determines that the Exhibitor is inappropriate
2-2. Exhibitors are prohibited from selling any merchandise or service in a manner that involves price 
payment settlement at the exhibition hall (hereinafter referred to collectively as “Spot Sales”), 
excepting the sale of certain items or services approved in advance by the Organizer.
2-3. Applications for co-exhibitors shall be made for one booth or more per co-exhibiting 
company/organization. For example, two companies/organizations cannot exhibit in the space 
allotted for one booth.
2-4. The Organizer may withhold or refuse the participation of an applicant to the exhibition if the 
applicant is from any country or city that is on the WHO's list of areas with local transmission of any 
epidemic disease. An applicant not on such list may be required to submit relevant documents due to 
the decision of the Organizer.

【3. Application for Exhibition and Payment of Exhibition Fee】
3-1. The application for exhibition shall be submitted to the Organizer by the Exhibitor by a method 
specified by the former party. The application shall be deemed to be formally accepted by the 
Organizer when it sends out, after receiving the application, an “Exhibition Application Acceptance” 
notice (by e-mail or post) to the Exhibitor. Any Exhibitor who plans to apply for participation in the 
Exhibition for the first time must submit to the Organizer supporting materials specified by the latter 
party such as its company brochure and product catalog by a method specified by the Organizer. The 
Organizer may specify necessary supporting materials separately for certain exhibitions. The 
Organizer may, at its sole discretion, withhold or refuse an Exhibitor’s application if all supporting 
materials are not submitted. The Organizer shall not return to Exhibitors the application, supporting 
materials, and all the documents submitted by them. Exhibitors should retain the copies of such 
documents as their own records. Exhibitors may entrust any advertising agency approved by the 
Organizer with providing exhibition intermediary service.
3-2. The Organizer will request that the exhibition fee be paid by the Exhibitor (hereinafter in this 
section “3.2”, unless otherwise stated, the “Advertising Agency” if it provides exhibition intermediary 
service) after the Exhibitor's application has been formally accepted. The Exhibitor shall remit this fee 
to the designated bank account by Monday, October 17, 2016 (The remittance fee shall be paid by 
the Exhibitor). The Organizer has the right, in its sole discretion, to revoke an Exhibitor's application if 
the exhibition fee is not remitted by the date designated by the Organizer (The Organizer has the right 
to do so regardless of whether the Exhibitor [excluding the advertising agency] has remitted the 
exhibition fee to the applicable advertising agency.) 

【4. Cancellation】
4-1. After the formal acceptance of application, the Exhibitor is not permitted to withdraw or cancel 
participation unless the cancellation is due to unavoidable circumstances. If all or part of an exhibit is 
to be withdrawn or cancelled due to circumstances on the part of the Exhibitor (including the 
advertising agency if it serves as an exhibition intermediary), it (the advertising agency if it serves as 
exhibition intermediary) shall notify the Organizer of such decision in writing by a method accepted by 
the latter party and pay the following prescribed cancellation fee.
4-2. Cancellation Fee
- From the date on which the notification of application acceptance is sent out to Monday, October 

17, 2016: 50% of exhibition fee
- From Tuesday, October 18, 2016 to the closing day of the exhibition: 100% of exhibition fee
4-3. If the amount of damage to the Organizer or its related parties exceeds the cancellation fee, the 
excess amount is charged to Exhibitor separately.

【5. Allocation of Exhibition Space】
5-1. The Exhibitor’s space allocation will be determined according to floor plan/configuration arranged 
by the Organizer, in the Organizer's sole discretion. The Exhibitor does not have the right to select 
their location and shall accept all determinations made regarding such without objection. For 
exhibitions for which a draw is held to determine booth space allocation, the draw shall be held 
according to the exhibition’s rules and the Exhibitor shall accept all determinations regarding such 
without objection.
5-2. The Exhibitor is strictly forbidden, for any reason whatsoever, to exchange with, or assign/lease 
out to, another Exhibitor or a third party all or part of their exhibition space that has been determined 
by the Organizer or set by booth space allocation draw.
5-3. The Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change the floor plan without obtaining the consent of 
the Exhibitor if: an instruction or order is issued by the competent police department, fire department, 
health center or any other authorities, or there is any cancellation of applications for the exhibition.

【6. Submission of Order Forms】
The Exhibitor shall submit all order forms requested by the Organizer such as those prescribed in the 
Exhibitor Service Manual/Order Forms by the prescribed date in the prescribed manner. In the event 
of any delay by the Exhibitor, the Organizer or any of its related parties may not accept the 
application. 

【7. Outlines of Rules on Exhibition】
7-1. The Exhibitor must be solely corporations or organizations described in the application form and 
the content of the exhibit shall be as described in the application form. Please note that even their 
parent companies, subsidiaries, related/affiliated companies, as well as group/partner corporations or 
organizations, that are not listed in the application form may not be able to exhibit their products and 
services and their name may not be able to be displayed in the Exhibitor’s booth.
7-2. If any changes occur in the corporation/organization itself, or in the content of the exhibit stated 
in the application form or products and services listed in the documents attached to the application, 
the Exhibitor must immediately notify the Organizer of such changes in writing by a method specified 
by the latter party of such changes.

Exhibition Rules
7-3. The manner in which decorations and exhibits are to be moved in and out of the exhibition site 
as well as the exhibition rules and regulations shall be prescribed in the Exhibitor Service 
Manual/Order Forms, which the Exhibitor, etc. shall comply with.
7-4. The Exhibitor, etc. is not permitted to engage in any exhibits, advertising, or Spot Sales activity in 
locations such as aisles, etc. Such activity is to take place only in the Exhibitor’s assigned booth 
space. The Exhibitor shall also refrain from obstructing the activities of neighboring exhibitors. The 
Organizer will determine, in its sole discretion, the existence/non-existence of such obstruction and 
the Exhibitor shall accept this determination and abide by any orders issued by the Organizer.
7-5. The Exhibitor, etc. shall refrain from causing harm to, or disturbing other Exhibitors, etc. and 
visitors, and shall neither use displays with strong light, heat, odor or loud sound, nor present any 
demonstration causing annoyance to them. If the Organizer determines that any display is causing 
considerable harm or disturbance to other Exhibitors, etc. and visitors, the Organizer may, in its sole 
discretion, suspend or change such display as it sees fit, which the Exhibitor shall comply with. 
Moreover, as dangerous materials are prohibited from being brought into the exhibition hall by local 
fire prevention regulations, open flames (naked flames), smoke, smoke machines, neon tubes, etc. 
cannot be used for displays and/or performances.
7-6. Exhibitors, etc. are to strictly observe the venue’s fire prevention and safety regulations.
7-7. Exhibitors, etc. may not engage in any acts that are harmful or disturbing to other Exhibitors, etc. 
and visitors (such as forceful sales practices, solicitation, defamation, interfering with other's 
marketing activities, etc.) during, before or after the exhibition period. If the Organizer determines that 
any of the Exhibitors has engaged in any of such acts, the former party has the right to order, at its 
sole discretion, the exhibit to be suspended or to decide that the future applications for exhibition be 
declined, with which the Exhibitor shall comply.
7-8. The Organizer shall not be held responsible in any way for business talks held or the content of 
contracts entered into between Exhibitors and visitors during, before or after the Exhibition.
7-9. The Exhibitor may take photographs and video of its own booth ONLY, after first notifying the 
Organizer and receiving permission.
7-10. The Organizer may potentially decide, at its discretion and judgment, to cancel the participation 
by the Exhibitor, etc. if it has breached any of the rules set forth in the immediately-preceding items, or 
if its exhibition or act is likely to cause other exhibitors, etc. or visitors to lodge a complaint on such 
exhibition or act, or is likely to bring about any dispute at the exhibition venue, or has actually brought 
about any complaint or dispute there. In such event, the Exhibitor, etc. shall obey the instruction by 
the Organizer.

【8. Handling of Personal Information】
8-1. Exhibitors that acquire personal information through the exhibition must comply with Personal 
Information Protection Law and other applicable laws. The purpose in which the data is to be used 
shall be disclosed and given notice. Especially in the event of intending to provide "Personal 
Information" to a third-party, the Exhibitor must, unless otherwise allowed under such laws, obtain 
consent from the entity from which the information was acquired.
8-2. Exhibitors must lawfully manage and take appropriate control over “personal information” in 
accordance with "safe management" as stated by law.
8-3. If Exhibitors are asked by a party from which “Personal Information” is obtained to disclose, 
revise, add, delete, stop usage of, remove or express a complaint in the usage of personal information 
acquired through the exhibition, they must take appropriate action as stipulated under the law.
8-4. If any dispute occurs between the Exhibitor and the entity whereby the information was acquired 
in the usage of personal information acquired through the exhibition, the Exhibitor shall settle the 
dispute on its own responsibility. The Organizer will assume no responsibility whatsoever with regard 
to such problems.

【9. Damages】
9-1. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any damages caused to any Exhibitor or a 
third party concerning its life, physical well-being or property arising for any case from the use of the 
exhibition space, printed matter or the Exhibition's official web site by the Exhibitor.
9-2. The Exhibitor, etc. shall make immediate compensation for any damages to the structures or 
equipment in the exhibition hall and nearby area or to equipment prepared by the Organizer caused 
by the Exhibitor, etc. regardless of whether such damages are caused by negligence or intent.
9-3. The Organizer clearly disclaims responsibility for any disputes with a third party about the 
Exhibitor's product or service. The Exhibitor must settle such disputes on its own responsibility and at 
its expense, and thus hold the Organizer harmless. If the Organizer incurs any loss or damage arising 
from such disputes, the Exhibitor shall duly and immediately compensate the Organizer.
9-4. The Organizer shall not be liable to compensate the Exhibitor, etc. for any damages that are due 
to changes in the exhibition period or the suspension of the exhibition, either of which is directly 
caused by force majeure i.e. terrorism, domestic strife, war, strike, transportation delay, infectious 
disease, natural disaster or other reason for which the Organizer is not responsible.
9-5. The Organizer shall not compensate Exhibitors, etc. for any damage caused to them due to 
typographical errors contained in the floor map, website pages, guidebooks and other types of notice 
and advertisement.
9-6. The Organizer shall not be responsible in any way for any type of damage caused to other 
Exhibitors, etc. or visitors by the Exhibitor, etc. owing to its act, including without limitation damage to 
one’s life, physical well-being, property, reputation or credibility, during the course of the exhibition 
period, including the move-in period. Any dispute with other exhibitors, etc. or visitors shall be 
resolved by the Exhibitor at its sole and own responsibility.

【10. Exclusion of Anti-Social Forces】
The Exhibitor, etc. shall represent and warrant that they are not currently nor have they in the past 
been an anti-social force (anti-social force refers to any of the types of persons or organizations 
specified in Items (i) through (viii) shown below)
(i) An organization that has been subjected to disposition under the Act on the Control of 
Organizations Having Committed Indiscriminate Mass Murder, or a person belonging to such 
organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person, or an organization 
that is in the same category as the aforementioned type of organization, or a person belonging to 
such organization, or other person having dealings with such organization or person;
(ii) A person who has concealed, or is suspected to have concealed, crime proceeds or who has 
provided or received, or is suspected to have provided or received, crime proceeds, as set forth in the 
Act on Punishment of Organized Crimes and Control of Crime Proceeds, or other person having 
dealings with such person;
(iii) An organized crime group as defined in Article 2, Item 2 of the Act on Prevention of Unjust Acts by 
Organized Crime Group Members, its related organization and a member of such group or 
organization;
(iv) An organization or person such as a “sokaiya” racketeer, socially-branded racketeering 
organization, politically-branded racketeering organization and specially-skilled crime group;
(v) An organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands with 
the use of a method based on violence, threat, blackmail and fraud;
(vi) A organization or person that pursues financial gain through making unreasonable demands by 
hinting at being related to any of the types of persons or organizations specified in items (i) through (v) 
(hereinafter referred to as “Anti-social Force Entity”);
(vii) A corporation and other type of organization whose representative is an anti-social force entity or 
that is controlled by an anti-social force entity;
(viii) A corporation or organization at which an anti-social force entity serves as director, executive 
officer, senior officer, corporate auditor, trustee, supervisor or equivalent officer.

【11. Other】
11-1. The Exhibitor agrees that the Tokyo District Court shall have the exclusive jurisdiction of the first 
instance regarding any and all disputes that arise concerning the Exhibition Rules, etc.
11-2. If determined necessary by the Organizer, the Organizer may, in its sole discretion, change The 
Exhibition Rules, etc. at any time without prior notice to the Exhibitor.

【12. Visas】
12-1. Foreign exhibitors who need a visa must make complete arrangement on their own as the 
Organizer can neither supply documentation (invitation letter, etc.) nor act as a visa guarantor.
12-2. Exhibitors who cannot exhibit due being unable to obtain an entry visa into Japan, for whatever 
the reason, shall not have the right to claim, against the Organizer, compensation or a refund for 
arising damages.

【13. Exhibitor Definitions】
The types of corporations and organizations that are eligible to participate in the “JAPAN 
INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW” as exhibitors shall in principle be those mentioned below.
(i) Corporations conducting business via a franchise system while engaging in the recruitment of 
member merchants (“Franchisees”) and corporate public relations (“Franchisers”; hereinafter referred 
to as “Franchiser Head Offices”). The content of the terms “franchise system” and “franchiser” stated 
here shall be taken to mean the advance disclosure items specified in Article 11, Item 1 of the Small 
and Medium-sized Retail Business Promotion Act and a corporation that meets the definition of a 
franchise specified by the Japan Franchise Association.
(ii) Corporations/organizations providing products, equipment, systems, or services to Franchiser 
Head Offices; consulting services concerning Franchiser Head Office establishment, franchising, or 
business establishment, etc.; or engaging in an information provision service or publishing business in 
relation to the franchise business; while engaging in customer development and corporate public 
relations.
(iii) Corporations and organizations that use a non-franchise system scheme to recruit sales agents, 
distributors, and business partners for their products and services and to conduct corporate public 
relations activities, and corporations and organizations that engage in public relations activities and 
sales network expansion concerning products, services or systems for industries involved in 
distribution such as the food service, retail and service industries.

We, the undersigned, hereby make application for exhibit space in JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW and declare 
that all obligations, right and duties resulting from this application are to be governed by the Exhibition Rules set forth by 
the Organizer, which we have read and to which we have agreed.

Exhibitor name:  (It wil be registered and displayed on the offcial website and printings.)

Name of Company:  (If it is different from the above.)

Country:

E-mail: URL: http://

Tel: Fax:

Contents of your business (40 words or less):

Name of president: Paid-up capital: Date of establishment: Number of employees:

Description of your exhibits (20 words or less):

Space Requirements: To be completed by an authorized representative of the organization applying to exhibit.

¥ (  　　　　　　　　　) A+B+C-D (D is valid until July 29)Total Amount

Contact Person:  (Please fill in the address, if it is different from the above head office.)

Name

Job titles / Dept.

Address:

Tel: Fax: E-mail:

Will you attend the exhibitor briefing session held on November 16, 2016 in Tokyo?

□　Yes, please send further information.

Contact person in Japan / Representative in Japan (If any): Company:

Name: Address:

Tel: Fax: E-mail:

Signature: Date:

Deadline: September 16, 2016
/ Email: tradefairs2017@smj.co.jp

APPLICATION  FORM

Date (mm/dd/yy):       /       /2016

JAPAN INTERNATIONAL FRANCHISE SHOW Overseas Contact O�ce

Zip code:

Address of head office:

Exhibition Fee
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

Optional Package Booth
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

□ Early Bird Registration <Special Rate Offered through  July 29, 2016>

¥65,718 for one booth

Sub Total ¥ (　　　　　　　　　　) 

Tick one carpet color
□Red　 □Orange　 □Green　 □Blue　 □Gray　 □Beige

□ For One Booth

Raw Space Fee

¥432,000

□ For Two or more Booths = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )¥378,000 × (　　) booths
A

B

C

D
¥10,800 × (　　) booths = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )

Group Exhibitor Fee
*8% Japanese Consumption 
  tax included

Number of Group Exhibitor (　　) × ¥54,000 = Sub Total  ¥ (                       　　     )
Additional ¥54,000 per Exhibitor will be required as GROUP EXHIBITOR'S FEE when sharing 
a booth / pavilion with other exhibitor(s).



Exhibition Fee (8% Japanese Consumption Tax Incl.) 

Optional Package Booth

¥65,718 for one booth (tax included)
($587 / €525)
(Excluded Raw Space Fee)

Decorating Package includes the followings:
Needle Punched Carpet
 (*Select colors : Red, Orenge, Green, Blue, Gray, Beige) 
Folding Chair ×4 
Table (White) ×1
Table cloth (White) ×1
Arm spot light ×3
100V outlet (up to 500w, 2plugs) ×1
Electrical Installation 1kw
Power Supply Usage 1kw
Fascia (Basic Specifications)
Company Name Board (Basic Specifications)

■

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

※You can add optional lease fixtures to this package booth.
※For more details of two or more booths, please contact the 

Overseas Contact Office.

Company Name BoardFascia

Needle Punched Carpet

Space Media Japan Co., Ltd.　5-1-2F, Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 102-0083 Japan
Tel: +81-3-3512-5670   Fax: +81-3-3512-5680　E-mail: tradefairs2017@smj.co.jp

Overseas Contact Office

For One Booth : Basic Specifications
(Back and Side Panels + Company Name Board)

¥421,200

For Two or more Booths : Basic Specifications
(Back and Side Panels only) 

¥367,200

¥432,000

¥378,000
Per boothPer booth

Prices above do not include any costs associated with 
displays, carpets, signs, furniture or electrical power. 
Please use the optional decorating package shown below. 
Exhibitors may also obtain the necessary furnishings 
independently.

1Booth = 9 square meters(3m wide × 3m deep)

*Exhibitor Information includes company name, address, 
telephone number, products and / or services.

Exhibitor information will be carried on the official website 
through a year (in English and Japanese). The official web-
site can be also linked to exhibitors’ own websites. 

●Exhibitor introduction
Exhibition Fee includes
●Booth rental

Notes
Exhibitors who desire to co-exhibit are required to rent 
one booth each.

Additional ¥54,000 (8% Japanese Consumption Tax Incl.) 
per Exhibitor will be required as GROUP EXHIBITOR’S 
FEE when sharing a booth / pavilion with other exhibitor(s).

1) 2) 

General Registration
Application deadline 
September 16, 2016

Early Bird Registration
Special Rate Offered 
through July 29, 2016

Payment must be made in Japanese yen.

($3,379 / €3,024)

($3,862 / €3,457)

($3,282 / €2,938)

($3,765 / €3,370)

Note: The equivalent prices in US Dollars and Euros above are indicated for reference purposes only based upon 
the TTB rates ($:@¥111.85 / €:@¥124.96) of Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ as of March 17, 2016.




